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All Star Western by Jimmy Palmiotti, Justin Gray, and Moritat: Even 
when Gotham City was just a one-horse town, crime was rampant--and 
things only get worse when bounty hunter Jonah Hex comes to town. 
Amadeus Arkham, a pioneer in criminal psychology, enlists Hex's special 
brand of justice to help the Gotham Police Department track down a vicious 
serial killer! 

Blood Red Road by Moira Young: In a distant future, eighteen-year-old 
Lugh is kidnapped, and while his twin sister Saba and nine-year-old Emmi 
are trailing him across bleak Sandsea they are captured, too, and taken to 
brutal Hopetown, where Saba is forced to be a cage fighter until new 
friends help plan an escape. Series. 

Dead Reckoning by Mercedes Lackey and Rosemary Edghill: In 1867 
Texas, Jett, a girl passing as a boy while seeking her long-lost twin brother, 
joins forces with Honoraria Gibbons, an inventor, and White Fox, a young 
Army scout, to investigate a zombie army that is terrorizing the West. 

Devils Unto Dust by Emma Berquist: To protect her family, a young 
woman must brave the desert and a terrifying infected population in this gripping adventure that blends 
'True Grit' with '28 Days Later.’ 
 
Dread Nation by Justina Ireland: When families go missing in Baltimore County, Jane McKeene, who 
is studying to become an Attendant, finds herself in the middle of a conspiracy that has her fighting for 
her life against powerful enemies. Series. 
 
Gunslinger girl (cd book) by Lyndsay Ely: In a post-Second Civil War lawless West, sharpshooter 
Serendipity "Pity" Jones stars in, and lives at, the Theater Vespertine, but there is a dark cost to her 
freedom that Pity may not be willing to pay. 

One Came Home by Amy Timberlake: In 1871 Wisconsin, thirteen-
year-old Georgia sets out to find her sister Agatha, presumed dead when 
remains are found wearing the dress she was last seen in, and before the 
end of the year gains fame as a sharpshooter and foiler of counterfeiters. 
Rapunzel's revenge by Shannon Hale and Dean Hale ; illustrated by 
Nathan Hale (Graphic Novel)  

Rebel of the Sands by Alwyn Hamilton: Amani is desperate to leave 
the dead-end town of Dustwalk, and she's counting on her sharpshooting 
skills to help her escape. But after she meets Jin, the mysterious rebel 
running from the Sultan's army, she unlocks the powerful truth about the 
desert nation of Miraji...and herself. 

Revenge and the Wild by Michelle Modesto: Seventeen-year-old foul-
mouthed Westie, the notorious adopted daughter of local inventor Nigel 
Butler, lives in the lawless western town of Rogue City where she sets out 
to prove the wealthy investors in a magical technology that will save her 
city are the cannibals that killed her family and took her arm when she was a child. 
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Stage Dreams by Melanie Gillman: In this rollicking queer western 
adventure, acclaimed cartoonist Melanie Gillman (Stonewall Award 
Honor Book As the Crow Flies) puts readers in the saddle alongside Flor 
and Grace, a Latinx outlaw and a trans runaway, as they team up to 
thwart a Confederate plot in the New Mexico Territory. When Flor--also 
known as the notorious Ghost Hawk--robs the stagecoach that Grace 
has used to escape her Georgia home, the first thing on her mind is 
ransom. But when the two get to talking about Flor's plan to crash a 
Confederate gala and steal some crucial documents, Grace convinces 
Flor to let her join the heist. 

 Stranger by Rachel Manija Brown and Sherwood Smith: 
Generations after an unknown Change eliminated electricity and gave 
people unusual powers, the Southern Californian town of Las Anclas 
must deal with the consequences when a teenage prospector comes to 
stay. 

The Good Luck Girls by Charlotte Nicole Davis: Sold as children and branded with cursed markings, 
five girls trapped in a brutal existence risk a dangerous escape and a harrowing journey to find 
freedom, justice and revenge in a country of human and inhuman forces that would deny them basic 
freedoms. Series. 

Under a Painted Sky by Stacey Lee: In 1845, Sammy, a Chinese 
American girl, and Annamae, an African American slave girl, disguise 
themselves as boys and travel on the Oregon Trail to California from 
Missouri. 

Vengeance Road by Erin Bowman: When her father is killed by the 
notorious Rose Riders for a mysterious journal that reveals the secret 
location of a gold mine, eighteen-year-old Kate Thompson disguises 
herself as a boy and takes to the gritty plains looking for answers–and 
justice. Series. 

Walk on Earth a Stranger by Rae Carson (book 1 in the Gold Seer 
Trilogy): A young woman who possesses a supernatural ability to sense 
the presence of gold disguises herself as a boy and seeks safety and 
romance in California. 
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